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DEAR READERS
Here we are, at the end of the year! It seems
like only yesterday we were wishing you Merry
Christmas ‘14. Have you had a productive and
song-filled 2015? We hope iSing has helped
you along the way, and will continue to do so
into 2016.

“

They say
success happens
when opportunity
meets preparation,
This issue features Natalie Andreou who works so be prepared
to take the
as standby Elphaba in West End’s Wicked. This is a highly demanding
opportunity
job, but not for all the reasons you might expect. Natalie is an amazing
Kaya Herstad Carney
MT singer, with a firm grasp on what’s known in the biz as the ‘triple
threat’, singing, dancing and acting. An absolute must for anyone who
is to succeed in the MT world. The job of a standby can be lonely and
inconsistent. You need to be ready to go on at any moment, whilst also being able to cope
with many nights of waiting in the wings. You may get one night on, many off, then a full
week’s run. It’s a stop and start kind of job, but demanding your best performance at all
times. The performer is also challenged as they do not have the opportunity to develop and
build stamina over time the way one can as the lead. The role of Elphaba is very demanding
vocally, physically and emotionally. It is also famous for causing vocal issues, in part due to the
numerous high belted notes, along with the character’s intensely emotional personality, and
the fact she is in pretty much every scene. Natalie helps us to understand what is required to
work in MT today and how she prepares as a standby, and MT singer in general.

For non-MT singers who may be interested in auditioning for MT, Stephanie Bare explains in
this issue of the magazine the stylistic requirements and gives some useful examples.
The Vocal Nerds go deep into semi-occluded exercises. I am sure you have experienced
semi-occluded exercises already although you may not truly understand why they are
important. As usual there are many other fab articles so enjoy the last issue of 2015.
Yours in singing,

TOP S
K
PIC

Line
Hilton
Editorial Director
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Line and the whole iSing team wish you a safe and joyous holiday season.
Cheers to more singing in 2016! xx
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Semi
Occluded
Vocal Tract
Exercises
VOCAL NERDS, CHRIS JOHNSON AND
STEVE GILES DELVE TO THE BOTTOM
OF SEMI-OCCLUDED VOCAL TRACT
EXERCISES TO HELP YOU UNDERSTAND
WHY THEY ARE MORE THAN JUST A
PASSING FAD.

VOCAL NERDS

THE FUNDAMENTALS

T

o occlude. From the latin
word ‘occludere’ which means
to shut, or close. That’s all very
nice, but how on earth does it relate
to singing and, more importantly,
why are all these celebrity pop
singers walking around singing
through straws?
We are talking about the new
wave of sexy vocal exercises that
are referred to as ‘semi-occluded’
exercises. The truth is though, if
you’ve ever had any sort of vocal
training, you’ve probably been using
semi-occluded exercises (SEOs) for
years. It’s just that it’s only in the past
10 years that scientists have started
to shed some light on why they work
and how we can optimise them to
benefit singers right across the land.
To give you some reference, we’re
talking about anything that obstructs
the airway when singing. Whether
that comes from pursing the lips
when blasting out your morning
lip trill or from a short piece of
plastic (often called a straw), we
have a whole host of semi-occluded
exercises at our disposal which all
have a differing effect on the vocal
apparatus. Before we dig into this
tool kit, let’s get a bit geeky and
understand what in blue blazes
is actually going on behind the
occlusion.
You can take our word for it, or
acclaimed voice scientist Dr Ingo
Titze’s, but either way there is some
crazy acoustic science involved with
these exercises. In this instance, we
are most concerned with the acoustic
(think resonance) and aerodynamic
(think airflow) ‘blockage’ that is
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formed when we change the shape of
the vocal tract. Just in case you’re a
bit late to the party, air is constantly
flowing through the vocal tract when
we are singing. In addition, acoustic
energy is also constantly knocking
about in the throat and mouth as a
result of the vocal cords colliding as
we chirp out our tune. Both of these
forces are the fundamentals of sound
production.
To understand what happens
when we do a lip trill, for example,
let’s spend some time thinking
about a water hose. You know those
wonderful family summers when you
wanted to soak your little brother
with the hose whilst watering the
plants for your Mum? Then you
realised that you could force the
water out quicker, thus making it
sting a little bit, if you pressed on the
end? The force required for optimal
skin sting is created by the water
building up behind the fingers and
being forced through a smaller hole.
In other words, water pressure in the

hose is created from an occlusion.
In your mind, replace the hose with
the vocal tract and you can start to
visualise the build of acoustic and
aerodynamic pressures within the
throat and mouth when we pucker
up for the lip trill.
WHAT’S THE POINT AGAIN?
Helpful pressure — unlike the
hose, there are all sorts of other
magical processes happening within
the vocal tract at this time that
can really assist us in creating an
amazing sound. Firstly, this build
up of oral pressure accumulating
ABOVE the vocal cords works to
counter the increasing air pressure
BELOW the vocal cords. This
means that the vocal cords have a
helping hand in resisting the air
from below, and don’t have to recruit
unnecessary tension to handle the
sudden gust! Higher oral pressure
also increases (sorry in advance)
intra-glottal pressure, which is the
air pressure in the gap of the vocal

COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING OF INTERACTION BETWEEN OSCILLATING VOCAL FOLDS AND AIR FLOW. ©oncalejno
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cords. This provides us with a comfy
‘air cushion’ that minimises the
blows of each vocal fold vibration.
Particularly through a straw, this
allows for higher volume training
with a massively reduced risk of
injury. The higher pressure also
helps to un-press the top edges of
the vocal cords, which can become
squeezed from long periods of voice
use.
Amazing acoustics — let’s
all get excited about acoustics…
please… just look interested ok?
If you give a monkeys or not,
occlusions trap vibrating air
particles and keeps them to help
the vocal folds to more easily
sustain vibration over long phrases
and movements. In essence, the
vibration of the air particles makes
air pressure quickly fluctuate, and
it’s this that assists the vocal folds to
open and close in every cycle. Utter
boffs like us will know this process
as ‘inertance’. This makes occlusions
a very efficient choice in a warm
up routine! If you use a straw to do
your stuff, then there’s the added
benefit of a lengthening of your
vocal tract. The straw is essentially
extending the distance between
the vocal folds and the outside
world. This provides more resonant
frequencies (formants for the Voice
Nut), and hence acoustic energy,
to add to the melting pot and assist
vibration. Nailed it.
The larynx and the vocal
folds (over simplification alert)
— A semi-occlusion has a similar
effect to stabilising the larynx
through the passaggio, or break,
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and develops better transitioning
between registers over time. The air
pressures and acoustic energy also
enhance our ability to achieve and
keep a good tension in the vocal
folds for range development. Ubergeeks, we’re talking the tensions in
the Thyroarytenoid and the vocal
ligament.
And the biscuits goes to….
Phonation Threshold Pressure (PTP)
— yes, that’s another amazingly
hardcore bit of jargon. However,
as voice teachers we should be
considering this in almost everything
we do with our students. It’s simply

the amount of breath pressure
needed to set the vocal folds in
vibration. It’s different for different
vocal qualities, for instance ‘belt’
versus ‘head voice’. However, if this
parameter is lowered in general as
part of our training and warm up
then we get a great sound for less
cost to our voice. Hello efficiency. If
this isn’t reduced then we can easily
burn out faster and potentially cause
damage. PTP is reduced through
optimal vocal cord coordination
and compression along with strong
resonance; all of which you have read
as SOVT benefits.

VOCAL NERDS
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Top semi-occluded exercises
These nuggets of gold are listed in order
of how slow they release air from the
mouth. The slower, the more support
and help. Faster is less. And all have
their own place, which you’ll no doubt
discover when trying them out. Let’s
start with the slowest:
Straw exercise The king of all SOEs.
Like any exercise, there really isn’t a
one size fits all for optimal straw usage.
A lot of this is about using, feeling and
adapting. That said, there are some
guidelines we can use. Choose your
straw! The 3mm cocktail straw is a good
starter’s choice. If one straw feels a little
resistant or tight, use two, three or four
of these at the same time. First though,
we need to be okay with the random
act of singing through a straw. Once
that obstacle has been climbed, we can
use a number of different approaches.
The recommendation is to deliver
your sound ‘forte’, or loud, during this
exercise. Remember that, especially
to begin with, it may feel ‘clunky’, the
high notes might be trickier than the
low or vice versa and you may not
actually enjoy the early stages of straw
work. Sad face. We implore you to stick
with it as, over time, you’ll start to feel
a difference. You can watch this video
from the good Dr Ingo Titze himself, to
gain more insight into straw usage.
Bilabial occlusion — tight pursed
lips This is straw exercises, without the
straw. In this exercise we take the same
approach as the straw but are using just
the lips for resistance. It’s also different
to a lip trill (next in the list) as during
the bilabial occlusion we recruit more
tension with lips in order to increase the
occluded space.
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word jouez), ‘v’ (as in very) or ‘th’ (as in
that) and hold it. Hang around on that
letter whilst performing the exercises
we outline below. You’ll notice that each
voiced fricative positions the vocal tract
and articulators in different ways and
resists air at slightly different rates. As
a result you’ll probably find that one
works better for you than others.
STRAW THERAPY - INGO TITZE ©NCVS

Lip trill
Probably one of the most well-known
vocal exercises of all time. The set-up is
simple. Relax your lips and blow. If that
doesn’t come easy, try mimicking the
sound of a horse. If horses aren’t your
thing, you can start by trying to ‘blow a
raspberry’ with your tongue and then
replicating the sensation without the
tongue immediately after. Most people
lift the tissue surrounding the mouth
by placing their fingers on the jawline
and gently pushing up. This reduces
some of the lip resistance and can make
the exercise easier to perform. We
are reluctant to add the next sentence
because those who can perform a lip
trill, but don’t like to (normally because
they think it’s weird) take it as an excuse
to avoid the exercises all together. The
truth is, most people can perform a lip
trill, but there is a small percentage of
the population that can’t, due to the way
they are made. If you have tried really,
really, hard you may be one of these
people… and in that case, we’ll let you
off. But only if you’ve tried really, really,
hard.
Voiced fricatives Fairly straight
forward these ones. Go to speak the
letter ‘z’ (as in zoo), ‘j’ (as in the French

Tongue trill If you’re native to Spain
or any other Spanish speaking country,
there’s a good chance you’ll be pretty
good at rolling the old ‘r’. For those
who aren’t, this exercise may not come
quite so easily. We have found that the
tongue can often be over engaged with
this exercise, so our advice is to proceed
with caution.
Nasal consonants The least
occluded of the SEO family. There is
a reason why singing teachers have
been using sounds like ‘nay’ and ‘mum’
for years, and it isn’t just to make you
feel silly. Go to pronounce an ’N’, ‘M’
or ‘NG’ and hold it. See if you can feel
where the occlusion takes place… is
it at the lips? Is it the tongue? Either
way, these occlusions redirect our
voice through the narrower passages
of the nose and help us, even when
humming. Momentary use of these,
in combination with vowels, make for
a superb transition from the crazier
exercises outlined above to developing
exercises and singing songs. Singing
isn’t ever really as efficient and helpful
as it is through an occlusion, but
consonants in general occlude our vocal
tract and help us maintain some of the
greatness we have experienced when
doing the weird stuff above.

VOCAL NERDS
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Semi-Occluded
Vocal Tract
Exercises
BILABIAL OCCLUSION

LIP TRILL

VOICED FRICATIVES

TONGUE TRILL

NASAL CONSONANTS
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SCALES AND EXERCISE
Sirens — a firm favourite going
through every microtone in
the voice from bottom to top,
stretching the vocal cord and
developing smooth transition
between the bottom and top of the
voice.
Hills/accents — these are
helpful for ‘un-squeezing’ tired
vocal cords and waking up the
breathing apparatus. See Dr
Ingo Titze’s great video for a
demonstration.
Sustains — take a tricky note
anywhere in your range, and sing
it with full intention through
one of the occlusions above.
Think ‘big-culminating-notewith-vibrato’ and see if you feel
an improved ability to maintain
the note and its volume whilst
SOVT’d.
Melody — one of our favourites
because you can really feel the
difference afterwards. Just belt out

that wobbly nemesis lyric using an
SOE several times. Then sing with
confidence afterwards and see
how it feels! You’re welcome.
The final word
SOVTs are brill. They have a
wonderland of research behind
them and have been helping
singers clinically for years.
Bringing these into your daily
warm up routine, or even more
than once per day, will help you
to warm that uncooperative
little monkey into a beautifully
functional instrument in half the
time. If your voice is ragged from
last night’s gig they can also be
very therapeutic and help to iron
out bad muscle patterns without
adding insult to injury. Either way,
when singing after dabbling with
the straw or a bilabial occlusion
you’ll no doubt feel your PTP
reduce… umm… or it just gets
easier.

JOIN CHRIS & STEVE
ON A

FREE LIVE
WEBINAR
They answered your
questions on the topic
of:
Semi Occluded Exercises

Friday 15th Jan 2015
4pm BST (11am ET)
TRIBE MEMBER?
CLICK HERE

VOCAL NERDS
IS SPONSORED BY
THE NAKED VOCALIST

THE NAKED
VOCALIST

C

hris Johnson and Steve Giles are both experienced vocal coaches working in Southampton and London. They
are with the Vocology In Practice teacher network and
specialise in training clients in advanced vocal technique,
style and improvisation. They are co-founders and presenters of the popular iTunes singer’s interest podcast The
Naked Vocalist. As well as coaching and podcasting they
are also in-demand performers and manage their own successful soul acts.

http://thenakedvocalist.com

How vocal dynamics
can engage your
THE FUNDAMENTALS

audience
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VOCAL STYLE
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V

ocal dynamics create the ebb
and flow of a song. When
executed with skill and
intention they create the compelling
and intensely dramatic feeling in the
experience of your listener that could
be compared to standing on the sea’s
shore on a starry night, whilst taking
in the magnificent voice of the tide.
Dynamics are basically the quality
of singing from loud to soft or soft
to loud in a song. What this does, is
it feeds the listener with something
to interpret. Commonly dynamics
help to create a particular mood in a
song and are instrumental in either
drawing a listener in, or projecting
vocal intensity towards a listener,
adding to their overall experience
and emotional interaction with you
as the storyteller.
In my experience I have found the
art of vocal dynamics needs to be
properly understood to be effective.
If a singer considers approaching
a song dynamically; practises and
implements this, it can truly add
artistic value to a vocal performance
and it doesn’t cost the voice as much
as belting, riffs and runs or growling,
which can be harder to execute.
Using vocal dynamics is a skill that
can be mastered very quickly.
A great exercise singers can use to
master dynamics outside of working
with a good vocal coach is to practise
the Messa di voce exercise.
SO WHAT IS MESSA DI VOCE?
The actual phrase means in Italian
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the ‘placing of voice’ and is
described on Wikipedia as ‘a
musical technique that involves
a gradual crescendo and
diminuendo while sustaining
a single pitch. That is, a note is
sung at a quiet volume, gradually
and smoothly made louder until
it reaches a high volume, then
similarly made quiet again’.
Watch the video example below
to learn more.
It is important to note that the
practice of dynamics is not just
about singing as loudly as you
can, but rather about the control
that is developed to sing from
both extremes with a smooth,
gradual progression. Good breath
management and good vowel
tuning are key in developing this
vocal art. Remember it is the
subtle power of dynamics that
reaches out and touches people.

MESSE DI VOCE EXERCISE - @VIDEOJUG

In saying that, it is important to
recognise that different genres of
music may use this skill perhaps
more abruptly or even more boldly
such as in the case of rock or
experimental jazz. When a singer is
very advanced, various vocal nuances
can also be added to the production
of dynamics to completely change
the emotional feel or mood of a
phrase, so once it’s in the bag, mess
around with it — but do it safely and
practice responsibly.

“

the art of vocal
dynamics needs
to be properly
understood to be
effective

VOCAL STYLE
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Watch and listen as I instruct Martina Borg through various nuances and dynamics.

VOCAL DYNAMIC EXAMPLES

JOSHUA ALAMU

J

oshua is a professional voice coach with over 10
years of experience as a singing teacher within
the music and television industry both in the UK
and overseas. He has worked as a vocal coach for
the BBC’s talent show The Voice UK - series 1 & 2.
Joshua’s video enhanced e-Book Mad About Vocal
Style was successfully launch in 2014.
http://www.joshuaalamu.com
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Using different
Melody shapes
An easy trick to keep your song interesting is to
vary the melody shape between your verses and
choruses. SHANE ADAMS explains how using
different melody shapes can help you create
better songs

FIRST, LET’S INTRODUCE THE
SIX BASIC MELODY SHAPES

1

Ascending melodies start on lower
notes and move upwards to higher
notes.

2

Descending melodies start
on higher notes and move
downward to lower notes.

4

3

One-note melodies stay
on a single note.

Zigzag melodies move up and down
between higher and lower notes.

6

5

Arch shaped melodies
start on lower notes, move
upwards to higher notes, and
come back down.

Inverted arch shaped melodies start on
higher notes, move downward to lower
notes, and return to back up.

SONG DNA
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M

ost melodies are one of
these shapes, or are a
combination of two or
more of these shapes. To keep your
song interesting to your listeners,
vary the melodic shape between
sections. For example: if your verse
melody is primarily arch shaped,
then use one of the other five shapes
for your chorus. If your verse melody
is a combination of two shapes, you
still have four other shapes to draw
from for your chorus.
HERE ARE THREE EXAMPLES OF
THIS METHOD:
Katy Perry is a great example of this
technique. In her song California
Gurls, notice her verse melody is
dominated by a zigzag shape, but her
chorus melody is mostly a one-note
melody that ends with arches
(although, in the chorus, the ‘oh’s’ she
sings are zigzags again).
Taylor Swift uses this technique in
her song We Are Never Ever Getting
Back Together. Notice her verses are
primarily inverted arches, whereas
the completely catchy chorus is
almost entirely zigzag. (She gets
bonus points for using arches in her
bridge ensuring that ALL of the song
sections contrast each other)
Listen to the sections of the Sam
Smith song Stay With Me. Notice
the verse melody is a series of
ascending notes that end in an arch,
contrasted with a chorus melody that
is descending notes.
USE EXTREME VERSIONS OF
THE SAME SHAPE
Another way to use a melody shape
to create contrast between your verse
and chorus is to use a more extreme
version of your melody shape in the
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CALIFORNIA GIRLS - KATY PERRY

WE ARE NEVER GETTING BACK TOGETHER - TAYLOR SWIFT

STAY WITH ME - SAM SMITH

SONG DNA
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chorus. For example: Ed Sheeran is
an artist who tends to use the same
shape in both sections, however his
sections still contrast beautifully by
making his chorus melody a more
extreme version of the verse melody.
In his song Photograph, he uses a
zigzag shape in both the verse and
chorus, but the verse zigzag melody
has lower notes that are close

together, while the chorus zigzag
melody has higher notes that leap
between the lower notes.
The verse and chorus of the
Imagine Dragons song Radioactive
both use a descending shape.
However, the descending notes
of the verse are shorter and closer
together, while the chorus melody
uses longer notes that start higher.

PHOTOGRAPHS - ED SHEERAN

Take special notice of the
descending notes of the actual hook
‘Radioactive’, and the way it repeats its
descending notes. Isn’t that cool?
Don’t bore your listeners with the
same notes and melody in all your
sections.
Use melody shapes to give
your verses and choruses distinct
personalities. Good luck.

RADIOACTIVE - IMAGINE DRAGONS

SHANE ADAMS

S

hane Adams is a twice Grammy nominated music
educator (non-self-nominated), award-winning
producer, composer, and songwriter. Shane is president
of Artist Accelerator and is a founding lyric/songwriting
instructor for Berklee Online. Shane is a featured
songwriter and instructor for the Taylor Swift Education
Center at the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum,
they honored him with their TOP TEN HITMAKER
award for 2014. He is recognised internationally as
a groundbreaking songwriting lecturer and music
production panelist. Current projects include developing
two songwriting apps for the iPad platform and Shane
is in pre-production as co-host/co-producer for Studio
Soundtrack, a songwriting radio program/podcast for
National Public Radio.

http://www.artistaccelerator.com
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Style:
LEGIT, MIX

Doin’ It In

AND BELT

D
Stephanie Bare explores
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espite what you may have
heard, there is more to
musical theatre singing than
just being able to hit the high note in
defying gravity (though that is definitely important if you’re currently
playing Elphaba). Within musical
theatre, there are three main types of
vocal styles: legit, mix and belt. Each
style has its own texture and flavour,
and mastery of at least one of the
styles is essential if you want to work
professionally.

can get to opera without changing
styles (and a few musicals actually
blur those lines). Think The Light in
the Piazza, Porgy and Bess, Kismet
and Candide. Legit musical theatre is
all about sweeping orchestral scores,
extended vocal ranges, complicated
and demanding vocal lines, lots of
vibrato, and a decidedly classical feel.
Vocal training for this style often
incorporates scales and exercises
borrowed from opera and applied
very similarly.

LEGIT
Legit musical theatre singing is characterised by open vowels, generous
use of vibrato, long musical lines, lots
of glorious ring and spin, and more
of a classical, operatic influence.
Head voice is king in legit singing.
Legit is as close as musical theatre

MIX
Mix musical theatre singing is
characterised by speech-like vowels,
moderate use of vibrato, and more
of a pop influence. Singing in what
is commonly referred to as middle
voice is a hallmark of mix. It’s not
quite head voice, not quite chest

STATUES AND STORIES FROM THE LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA VICTORIA CLARK AND KELLI O’HARA
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WHAT DO I NEED WITH LOVE FROM THOROUGHLY MODERN
MILLIE - GAVIN CREEL

“

If you need help,
get a coach, get
going, and get to
auditions.

voice. It’s the middle, and it works
well in many musicals. Think
Avenue Q, The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee, most Disney
musicals, and Waitress. Scores
feature orchestras that include electric guitar and pop/rock drum kits,
more moderate vocal ranges and
lines, standard amounts of vibrato,
and more of a pop/rock feel. Vocal
training for this style often incorporates scales and exercises used to
train pop singers, including learning
riffs and runs.
BELT
Belt musical theatre singing is characterised by sheer intensity, power,
minimal vibrato, impressive dynamics, and a definite rock influence.
Chest voice is king in belt singing.
Belting is definitely chest voice, and
is all about power. Leading men and
women in most shows will, at least
occasionally, belt, especially in 11
o’ clock numbers. Many character
roles, even in more legit or mix-y

“

MUSICAL THEATRE
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DEFYING GRAVITY FROM WICKED - IDINA MENZEL

musicals, are belters. Think Gypsy,
Rent, If/Then and Aida. Scores
feature solid percussion and horns,
vocal ranges and lines that thrive in
the extreme, vibrato generally held
off until the end of note, and have a
decidedly rock feel. Vocal training
for belt includes exercises requiring
gradual increases in intensity and
volume, stamina and strength building, and rock dynamics.
Legit, mix, and belt are the three
main musical theatre vocal styles,
and each style can be found on
professional stages around the world

STEPHANIE BARE

...mastery of
at least one of
the styles is
essential if you
want to work
professionally

right now. Proficiency in at least one,
but preferably two or all three of the
styles is essential if you want to attend
a top university programme or work
professionally. If you need help, get a
coach, get going, and get to auditions.
The stage is waiting.

S

tephanie Bare is a vocal coach, musical director,
and performer based in Las Vegas, Nevada. Her
clients have been featured on stages around the
world - from amateur productions to Broadway
stages, major motion pictures and the Grammy
Awards. A member of Vocology in Practice, she was
privileged to act as the musical theatre resource
coordinator and as a mentor to other teachers. In
addition to working with actors in person and via
skype, she loves teaching at the VocalizeU Artist
Intensive in Los Angeles, CA.
http://www.stephaniebare.com
http://www.stephaniebare.com
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on the

Q&A

Professional Profile

NATALIE ANDREOU
London, UK

Q
SINGING PROFESSION?
Musical theatre actress and singer.

Q
MOST MEMORABLE
CAREER MOMENT TO DATE?

Q
CURRENT JOB?
Standby for Elphaba in London’s

Q
THREE THINGS YOU
CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT WHEN

production of Wicked at The Apollo
Victoria Theatre.

Q PAST JOBS?

Include working in a pharmacy,
washing hair in a hairdressers
and waiting tables in a burger
restaurant. Living the dream!

Q
VOCAL RANGE?
B2 to Ab6, Belt to F5
Q
AGE YOU REALISED YOU
WANTED TO BE A SINGER?
16

Q VOCAL ROLE MODEL?

Celine Dion, her constant
dedication to her craft is relentless

Q
WHAT DID YOU THINK
AFTER YOUR FIRST PRO JOB?
That I was never doing an
international tour ever again!

Q
NAME DROPPING (PEOPLE
YOU’VE WORKED WITH
GET SOCIAL
with Natalie Andreou

Panto with Warwick Davis and
Priscilla Presley last year was pretty
cool.

Q
SHOWS YOU’VE BEEN IN?
Rock Of Ages, Mamma Mia!, Evita,
Footloose and Fame.
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Performing as Sherrie in Rock Of
Ages.

YOU’RE WORKING?
A straw, Beurer nebuliser and my
vocal coach Chris Johnson.

Q YOUR FAV MT SINGER?

I’ve always loved Louise Dearman’s
voice. It has such a rich, warm
quality that I find so appealing and
enjoyable to listen to. It’s beautiful.

Q
BEST AND WORST THING
ABOUT BEING IN A WEST END
SHOW
Best — Doing a dream job in the
best city.
Worst — Its unsociable hours make
it difficult to see much of friends
back home.

Q TOP TIP FOR REMOVING

STAGE MAKE UP
I use an oil by Shu Uemura, it
removes all traces of green! Always
leaves my skin feeling fresh and
silky smooth.

Q
FUNNIEST (UNSCRIPTED)
MOMENT ON STAGE
Funniest moment — Falling on
stage is always hilarious and has
happened more times than I care
to remember. It’s so mortifying
but leaves you in fits of giggles for
hours after!

NATALIE ANDREOU

SINGING CAREERS

LIVING THE DREAM IN THE WEST END

iSing: What drew you to musical
theatre in the first place?
Natalie Andreou: My mum
and dad introduced me to all the
musical film greats… my favourite
films as a kid were Oklahoma, Show
Boat and Calamity Jane so musical
theatre has always been a huge
influence for me. Doris Day and
Howard Keel are two huge loves of
mine and always have been. I began
dancing at a very young age and
when I decided that performing
was the career path that I wanted
to follow, it seemed like a natural
progression from the jazz dance
training that I’d studied, alongside
my love for the musicals that had
inspired me as a child.
iSing: You’ve worked in the West
End and on tour. Do you have a
preference? How do they differ?
NA: Being on tour can be so much
fun. It’s a fantastic opportunity to
get to travel and gain experience
in different theatres, whether that
be in the UK or around the world.
However, living, working and
socialising with the same people
for a whole year and not being
able to be with friends and family
back home can get really difficult.
Working in the West End is such
a blessing, being in the centre of
theatreland for one thing, and then
knowing you can always go home
to your own bed is just the best
feeling. So that’s definitely where I’d
prefer to be.
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iSing: MT singers need to be able
to adapt their voices for different
genres (legit, belt and contemporary). What challenges have you
experienced in delivering these
very different vocal styles?
NA: My voice leans towards a pop/
rock quality; an agent is more likely
to put you forward for jobs that suit
your vocal style and quality and I
suppose that’s reflected in the shows
I’ve had the pleasure of working on.
Although I was lucky enough to
tour with Evita a few years back and
that was a completely different ball
game. Not a challenge necessarily
but a lovely opportunity to not sing
pop songs. Having said that, the
biggest challenge I’ve faced would
most certainly have been the past
year as a Standby. I’ve developed
some not particularly helpful vocal
habits over the years, which I’ve had
to iron out since I joined Wicked,
and it’s still very much an ongoing
process. Ultimately, it’s about
getting through eight shows a week
consistently, in a way that’s not
going do any damage long term.
iSing: Why is it important to
train formerly as a musical theatre
performer?
NA: Not only would you receive
excellent training in a variety of
disciplines, which is usually taught
by those who are currently working
within the industry, but the
contacts you make and doors that
are opened up via these channels
are invaluable. At the end of a three

year course, whether it be diploma
or degree, there’s usually a showcase
in which agents are invited. This
was how I landed my first agent,
which leads to you being seen by
the leading casting agents, that will
ultimately get you the jobs that you
want, whether that’s in town or on
tour.
iSing: What do you think the
important ingredients of a
successful (i.e. employed!) MT
performer are?
NA: I guess the obvious answer is
to be the best that you can be in all
fields — a triple threat. To be able
to dance, sing and act essentially
makes you more valuable to
potential employers. Then throw
some determination, dedication
and a thick skin into the mix and
you’re on to a winner! There also
needs to be a willingness to adapt
and take on notes and criticism.
There will be the inevitable
rejection that comes when you
don’t land the auditions that you
want, but it’s very much process of
getting up, dusting yourself off and
trying again for the next suitable
role.
iSing: How do you keep fit for
performance?
NA: Plenty of sleep, water and
a healthy balanced diet and yes,
the occasional Krispy Kreme. I’ve
recently started HIIT training, and
my lazy self completely underestimated how much it would help.

SINGING CAREERS

NATALIE ANDREOU

NATALIE IS CURRENTLY THE STANDBY FOR THE LEAD ROLE IN WICKED

“

So much of the
struggle is in
your head.

PHOTGRAPHY BY HOLLY WREN
AS SHERRIE IN ROCK OF AGES WITH ROSS HUNTER (CURRENTLY IN BOOK OF MORMAN)
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After singing songs in the show like
No Good Deed, which is marathon
in itself, I run off stage and I can
actually breathe for the first time
since I started the job. An intense
number in a show is like a sprint, so
peak fitness is really beneficial for
stamina.

NATALIE ANDREOU
rises above those challenges and
comes out bigger and better. That’s
what I love about her — she is
always true to herself. She doesn’t let
opinions of others get her down.

iSing: What are the challenges of
this role?
NA: The challenges for me
iSing: You are currently working
personally are to remain calm on the
as the Standby for Elphaba in West big notes. So much of the struggle is AS SHERRIE IN ROCK OF AGES FOR CHILDREN IN NEED
End’s Wicked. What is the role of a
in your head, and once you’re over
Standby?
that barrier, it is just important to
there is always something to work
on. So I’d like to share that journey
NA: This means I play the role when trust that the muscle memory will
Emma Hatton (who plays Elphaba) is kick in. The dreaded ‘what if ’ is NOT with others too!
for any reason indisposed or away on productive!
a statutory holiday.
iSing: What do you wish you’d
iSing: What are the
been told before you set off on your
iSing: How do you keep yourself
misconceptions you’ve encountered career track?
prepared if you don’t know if you
about being a MT performer?
NA: Trust in the process. There will
might have to do a last minute
NA: I suppose that it’s a glamorous
be times when there is no work and
performance? And conversely how lifestyle? The work is not always
auditions just don’t go the way you
do you maintain the motivation
constant and the schedule can be
want them to. My last year is the
if you have long periods between
gruelling at times. But I wouldn’t
perfect example, I finished Rock Of
performances?
change it for the world.
Ages and had a very quiet 12 months.
NA: I have regular singing lessons
There were auditions but had I
once or twice a week, and train daily iSing: What would you do if you
got certain jobs, then I wouldn’t
for 20 minutes to keep my voice
weren’t performing?
have been around to audition for
ready for any performances. As
NA: I’ve always taught dance when
Wicked… and this has always been
my scheduled dates are sometimes
I’ve not been in a show, and it’s only the goal.
weeks apart, it makes for a good
within the last two years that I’ve
opportunity to have a goal for when wanted to get back into teaching, but iSing: Where would you like to be
I get to that set of performances.
this time, from a singing perspective. in the next five years?
It’s a real blessing to be able to play
I’ve recently completed the BAST
NA: That’s such a hard question, if
the part, so when I’m in the theatre
singing teacher training course
five years ago, you’d told me I’d be
there’s always that buzz of ‘will it be
and am currently getting my piano
doing the job that I currently am,
today?’ so no motivation required! It skills up to scratch. I’ve been really
I don’t think I would’ve believed it.
keeps me on my toes.
slack at keeping up my vocal tuition This job was and is for many the
throughout my career, and taken the ultimate dream, so I feel extremely
iSing: What do you love about the jobs for granted as an opportunity
lucky to be where I am in my career
role of Elphaba?
to sing every day. What I’ve found
currently.
NA: Elphaba is a role that is relatable is that since working on Wicked,
to so many people that come and
I haven’t had a choice but to really
iSing: What’s next for Natalie
watch the show. Wicked deals with
knuckle down and get to grips with
Andreou? Who knows… that’s the
my technique. What it’s actually
topics such as bullying, something
beauty of this job, you never ever
shown me is that there are no limits, know where it’s going to take you. I
which every-one may go through at
your voice is constantly changing and look forward to finding out.
some point in their lives. Elphaba
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O’grady

Folk and blues singer-songwriter speaks to Clarissa Land.

D

ave O’ Grady is a folk
and blues influenced
singer-songwriter.
Hailing from Dublin, he
now calls Liverpool home. Working
on Sandi Thom’s album, he met Rich
Robinson of The Black Crowes and
has toured America with Robinson
for the past two years. O’Grady
performs as a solo artist and with
the band Seafoam Green, who will
release their debut album in 2016.

iSing: What’s your song writing
process?
Dave O’Grady: I have to be alone.
As a singer, you’ve got to know
that no one can hear you so you’re
willing to push the boat out and
try all the stuff that sounds silly or
clichéd, to clear the pipes for the
good stuff to come through. I write
the music first and that derives an
emotion from you. A chord will jog
my memory, then I’ll stick with that
train of thought until I get a line
that’s undeniable. You’ve got to make
decisions based on what’s best for the
song. You have to remove your ego
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from the writing, because you’re just
lucky that the ‘muse’ is using you, the
channel, the tool.
iSing: Tell us about the album
DG: Because it’s a band record, I’m
freed up mentally to try things that
I wouldn’t be comfortable with ‘me’
doing. I’ve gone in musical directions
that I didn’t know I was interested in.
That’s the great thing about working
under a pseudonym. There’s a folk/
Americana, rootsy, earthy essence
to it, but there are also some very
psychedelic moments. Some songs
are eight minutes long. We weren’t
shackled by any preconceptions of
what it was supposed to be.
iSing: What are your thoughts on
the current state of the folk scene?
DG: It’s hard to use the work ‘folk’
as a genre anymore because, in
America, it’s a lot more traditional
and borders on Country/ Americana.
Over here [in the UK and Ireland]
you have anti-folk. Ireland gets
everything from the UK. People
in Ireland are going to hate me for
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“You've got to
make decisions
based on what's
best for the song.”

INTERVIEW
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saying that. There are some great Irish
bands that do really well, but it trickles
down from the UK. Everybody can
sing and play in Ireland, but it’s more
an incubator for artists than a market
place.
iSing: You toured the States for six
months last year and again for four
months this year. How have you
managed all this without releasing a
record yet?
DG: Word of mouth. And the other
day I discovered that I’m on a bunch
of torrents (a way of sharing music
online). There’s a big thing in America
called the taper community. Bands do
different sets every night, so people
record the show and put it online.
People listen to a whole tour, two or
three hours every night, just to say
‘they haven’t played that since Tulsa
’09’!
iSing: How do you use social media
to promote yourself?
DG: I always find that people who
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are great at social media are really
annoying, because it’s just talking
about yourself online. If I’m at
a gig or doing something cool
then I’ll tweet about it, but I think
when you go out of your way to
get 10,000 Twitter followers then
you’re doing yourself a disservice
by creating a false reflection of how
many people actually give a shit
about your music. Maintain the
integrity in your art and if people
dig it, they really dig it, and if not,
they’re not supposed to. I don’t
think anybody who buys a Nicki
Minaj record is going to love what
I do. But do I give a shit? No. Does
Nicki Minaj give a shit? No. The
people that turn up to your gigs,
they’re the people you should focus
your attention on. It’s like you have
a really nice girlfriend who loves
you, but you’re always chasing this
beautiful, unattainable girl.
iSing: Which current artists do
you love?

DG: The first time I saw Foy Vance
was life changing. He’s the only artist
I’ve ever seen that makes you feel
like you’re the only person in the
room and that’s an incredible gift.
People go to a gig because they want
to be sung to, so sing to them! Woo
everybody in the audience.
iSing: Have you ever had to
supplement your income?
DG: I had a couple of bar jobs when I
was 18. People forget that it’s a trade.
There are two types of musician:
people who have to be musicians and
people who want to be musicians.
The difference being, when the going
gets tough, people who want to be
musicians will get a bar job. People
who have to be musicians have to
do more music. When a carpenter’s
broke, he doesn’t mend shoes, he
makes more tables and chairs. So if I
need more money, I need to do more
music, instead of jumping ship and
getting £6.50 an hour pulling pints
and telling people that I was in a
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iSing: What’s the best advice you’ve been given?
DG: (From Rich Robinson) It’s really cool to be rich and
famous. It’s even cooler to be a good artist..

GET SOCIAL
WITH DAVID O’GRADY

CLARISSA LAND

C

larissa Land is a London-based singer and
songwriter currently recording her debut solo
album. She sings, tours and records with major artists,
most recently Crystal Fighters. She also has a busy
teaching practice, where she provides vocal coaching
to a wide range of singers; from the novice singer all
the way through to bands signed to major labels.

http://www.thevocalvibe.com
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Trading Places
WITH NELSON BEATO
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A

s this year comes to an end and the holiday
season approaches the road is still calling
my name but I ain’t answering. The time has
come for me to take a break. Not a short holiday,
but a change of direction.
It’s time for me to step back from touring and
take a leap of faith in a new direction. For singers,
versatility is key and for me, the road leads to
session work. Hollywood is buzzing with amazing
opportunities in the film, television and sound
recording industry, and I’ve been blessed to meet
and work with many singers who have made their
careers here.
With the promise of regulated wages, residuals
and retirement funds, it’s the next logical step.
So it’s ironic that just as I am thinking of settling
down, I take time out to speak to Nelson Beato.
Nelson is one of those singers who dreams of
travelling far and wide in the name of music. They
dream of trading in jam sessions for the big stage
and swapping the recording booth for the tour bus.
Nelson is a young, gorgeous Los Angeles native
with a voice like velvet who has enjoyed some of
most coveted gigs in Tinseltown. He has appeared
on the hit TV series Glee, lent his backing vocals
to American Idol hopefuls, and his vocals have
featured in McDonalds and T-Mobile commercials.
He’s conquered LA, and now he’s ready for the
world.
A few months ago, Nelson’s talent and ambition
lead him to a dream job — Stevie Wonder’s Songs in
the Key of Life tour.
In this issue of iSing, we sit down with Nelson
as he takes a break from rehearsal and the road
and talks about how he took over LA, is living the
dream and what it’s like to trade places.

TOP TIPS TO MAKING
IT IN THE INDUSTRY

ALWAYS BE PREPARED
(“If you stay ready, you ain’t
gotta get ready”). Rehearse,
anticipate and warm-up.
CHALLENGE YOURSELF. It’s
important no matter where
you are in your career to
keep growing and challenge
your creativity.
INSPIRE OTHERS. We are
all here for a purpose, it’s
important to use your gift
to encourage, uplift, and
inspire others. Use these
opportunity to change lives.
BE PROFESSIONAL.
Although we are creatives it
is still a job. Be on time, be
respectful, be present.
NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF
YOUR PURPOSE OR
PERSONAL ASPIRATIONS.
Working for others is great
experience but it’s important
to build your personal brand
and live with no regrets.
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DENOSH AND NELSON TALK ABOUT HOW THEY WANT TO TRADE PLACES, HIS CAREER AND WORKING WITH STEVIE WONDER

GET SOCIAL WITH NELSON BEATO

DENOSH BENNETT

D

enosh Bennett is a Canadian-born singer, dancer
and artistic director with 2 decades of experience
in the entertainment industry. Her versitility and
broad résumé has led her to tour as a dancer and/
or backing vocalist with many international artists
including Faith Evans, Justin Timberlake, Alicia
Keys, Drake, Whitney Houston, Robbie Williams, Demi
Lovato and Rihanna.

http://DenoshBennett.com
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CHIROPRACTIC Listen to your inner voice it know best
HEALTH
THE LOOK BOOK How to shine out this Christmas
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VOCAL HEALTH

AN ATTACK
OF THE POLYPS
ANITA SHARMA
shares her story

W

hen a young pop star needs
surgery on their vocal cords
it can be a singer’s worst
nightmare. Performances have to
be cancelled and tours prematurely
ended. Adele and Sam Smith
have both taken time off from the
music scene due to haemorrhaged
polyps, and Jess Glynne, currently
enjoying whirlwind success after
five consecutive number one singles,
has also had to cancel shows due
to recurring vocal problems that
required surgery.
I’ve always tried to stay on top
of my vocal health. I don’t drink or
smoke and I look after myself. I am
quite happy to go and see a specialist
if my voice feels different, because I
know so many people who have had
vocal issues. One singer told me she
had pushed her voice so hard during
a gig she eventually felt a ‘pop’ in her
voice. She later found her vocal cords
had haemorrhaged.
A friend of mine damaged her
voice in the recording studio because
she had to work so hard to get two
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songs finished in two days. Both
songs had extremely high notes that
were usually within in her reach,
but due to her schedule and a tired
voice, she ended up screaming her
way through the sessions. She
completely lost her voice for a
week afterwards.
After a long stint of gigs and
recording sessions, I became
concerned as my voice had been
hoarse for an extended period
of time. Could it be nodules? My
voice would break randomly while
I was talking something I had never
experienced before. So I visited an
ENT specialist and underwent a
nasal endoscopy. A long tube with
a tiny camera was fed through my
nose and down into my throat. Then
pictures and video were taken of my
vocal cords. This was as unpleasant
as it sounds – it’s a strange sensation
for something to go up the nose
rather than down it.
Thankfully everything was fine
and the specialist gave me some
great advice that I have never
forgotten. She explained that polyps
and nodules are bumps that come

up on the vocal cords when they
have been put under too much
stress, much like the blisters you
get on your toes if you’re wearing
shoes that don’t fit. And that rather
than continually cutting
off the callouses, you
should change your
shoes. In other words,
you should change
the way you use your
voice in order to avoid
surgery.
Singing and talking in your
comfortable range is also very
important. My talking voice is
fairly low so I try not to speak too
high. But it can happen when I get
over enthusiastic. When it comes
to singing I often sing the soprano
part, however I feel that
I’m more of a mezzo
soprano as that is
where my voice is
most comfortable. It
is difficult to always stay low as the
part of your voice where you have
to push more tends to sound more
exciting and has a good energy,
particularly when singing pop

music.
Some acts opt to use lip synching
to protect themselves. While
understandably audiences want the
full live experience, the artist must
weigh up the risks of being completely
live for their 120 (or whatever) date
world tour or whether they want
to still have a voice at the end. It’s a
tough decision to use lip synching
but sometimes a necessary one.
Michael Jackson performed The Bad
World Tour completely live (watch
the mind-blowing concert DVD)
but tellingly, portions the following
Dangerous Tour were lip synched. He
is a good example of a performer who
sang with a huge range and energy on
every song. He could have potentially
damaged his voice due to his gruelling
performance schedules had he not
exercised caution.
Today I am now equipped with
the knowledge and the expertise of
specialists to ensure I don’t let my
voice get to the point where I need
surgery. I am grateful that nodules,
polyps and other voice problems no
longer mean the end of my singing
career.

ANITA SHARMA

A

nita is a seasoned vocalist with experience across
the board as a pop, session, jingle, and backing
singer. She is an active YouTuber, uploading her own
music videos and also her own innovative takes on
popular songs. All of her social media links can be found
on her website

http://www.AnitaOfficial.com
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CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH

Listening to your inner voice
to help the healing process
H

ave you ever tried to force
something in your life to
happen? You try and try to
make it work, but it doesn't, and
when you release it and let it go,
you often arrive at the outcome you
wanted; just by a different route.
How often when doing this, does a
little voice inside you pipe up and say
‘this doesn't feel right, you are on the
wrong path’? How often do we listen
to that voice?
This is true for all we do, whether
making a big decision, singing or
allowing our bodies to heal. Many
times when I see clients who are
hurting in one part of their body, it
becomes abundantly clear that they
have a health problem rather than a
joint or muscle problem.
The thing is we become so
disconnected from ourselves, that
we forget that our bodies often know
what it is that they need, and all we
need to do is stop interfering with
this process. Interference means
staying up too late watching TV
when we are tired and need to rest,
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filling up our days with low value
priorities, thus creating extra
stress, and putting non- foods into
our body for nourishment.
Interference means
physical practices that aren’t
helpful and, all too often,
a nervous system that isn’t
allowing our bodies to function,
feel and heal the best that it can.
We are receiving signals all the
time from ourselves that this is
not the right thing to do, but we
often ignore them. Ignoring them,
or choosing to take chemicals to
quieten that inner voice isn’t just
counter-productive, it can be
very negative for your health in
the long term.
So if you want to express
yourself whether through
song, or perfect health, then
spend some time getting to
know your body. Do you wake
up feeling rested every day? Do
you have good energy throughout
your day without feelings of
anxiety? Do you get any little

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH
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symptoms, and can you have a full
restful night’s sleep? If not, you are
probably missing something.
Making sure you have no physical,
chemical or emotional stress on your
body will often allow the healing to
happen. Here are some suggestions:
PHYSICAL STRESS
Have you had your nervous system
checked lately to make sure that you
are getting full function through
your spinal cord to your body? The
nervous system is how the healing
happens, so this is a good place
to begin. If not, get your nervous
system and spine checked by your
chiropractor.
Are you completely sedentary?
You cannot be healthy if you are not
exercising. Conversely, make sure
you are not overtraining.

CHEMICAL STRESS
Are you choosing your food
based on what will nourish you,
or what is easy? Give your eating
habits a review, and remember that
everything you put into your body
will either move you towards
health or away from it. It’s your
choice.
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL STRESS
Think of it this way: continuous
sitting can put stress on your
body during your working hours,
emotional distress will affect you for
24 hours a day for however long it is
present. Find a way to unwind your
mind and reduce the effect that this
will have on you. Try resting for 20
minutes a day focusing on just your
breath.
Listen to your inner voice, and let
the healing happen.

EDWINA WADDELL

“

...spend some
time getting
to know
your body.

E

dwina Waddell, Doctor of Chiropractic has been a
chiropractor for 13 years, and is originally from
Australia, now practicing in London for the last eleven
years. She helps people from the smallest baby, to
professional athletes get more life from their body. Dr
Edwina enjoys helping people optimise their health by
removing interference from the nervous system. Her love
of people and chiropractic has taken her around the world
in her quest for knowledge, and even to The Houses of
Parliament to inform people about the benefits of focusing
on their health from the inside-out.
http://www.putneychiropractic.co.uk
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How to nail festive fashion

A

s Christmas party
season and New
Year fast approaches,
now is the time to
start shopping for
your perfect party outfit. Glitter and
sparkle is in and there is plenty out
there on the high streets. From all
over glitter dresses to embellished
pieces to team with your favourite
denim, sparkle is a key piece for your
wardrobe this Christmas.

The bling thing

TEXTURED SKATERS DRESS
TOPSHOP

If you’re a dress girl, a full on bling
piece will ensure you shine this
Christmas, either on stage or at
the Christmas party. If your prefer
something more subtle, accessorise
your little black dress with statement
shoes and an embellished clutch.
There are plenty of dresses on the
high street to cater to everybody’s
tastes, from the very on trend
bodycon to a classy midi dress or a
cute A-line.

SILK TIE DRESS
TOPSHOP
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PINS & NEEDLES CRINKLE SLIVER SLIT FRONT DRESS URBAND OUTFITTERS

THE LOOK BOOK

MIND, BODY & SOUL

LONG EARRINGS ZARA

SEQUIN JACKET TOPSHOP

SEQUIN SKIRT TOPSHOP

Be bold

If you’re not looking for a dress this
Christmas, separates are a modern
way to update your wardrobe. Try a
matching separates outfit with a bold
print so you stand out in the crowd.
Alternatively mix and match against
a black base with an injection of
colour.
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GLITTERY COORDINATES H&M
SHARI EMBELLISHED BODYCON
COORD SET BOOHOO

MIND,
MIND,BODY
BODY&&SOUL
SOUL

Casual approach

Opting for a more casual, warmer affair
this Christmas? These winter warmers
will keep you happy, mix an oversized
knitted jumper with a sequin skirt for a
cosy feel, and add black tights to keep
you warm, or update your black jeans
with a sequin top that can be worn day
to night.

HIGH NECK
DRESS ZARA

VELVET SPLIT FRONT
TOP URBAN OUTFITTERS

LONG TUBE DRESS ZARA

@
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Festive jumpers

Alternatively, invest in a Christmas jumper.
With so many different styles out there, there
is definitely one for you! Here are some of our
favourites.

CANDY CANE SWEATER
NEXT

PREMIUM BAUBLE JUMPER
WAREHOUSE

SARA SNOWFLAKE BELL
SLEEVE CROP CHRISTMAS
JUMPER BOOHOO

FESTIVE FAIRISLE CURVE JUMPER FATFACE

LAYLA RUDKIN

L

ayla Rudkin is a retail buying graduate from
Demontfort University. Currently working for
a well known fashion retailer in London. She has
experience working with men’s and women’s fashion and
accessories. Layla is passionate about music and attends
local gigs and music festivals in her spare time. Follow
her on Instagram.
@lrudkin
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Independent,
but not Alone.
The importance of team and
fan building.
You’ve learned your craft and got some songs
together, practised until your idols could be your
rivals. What next?

T

raditionally, a record deal
would be the be all and end all
of building a successful career
as a singer. That isn’t always the case
these days, and although the major
record labels still operate in a similar
model, it is most certainly not the
only way to become a professional
artist, and even if that is your aim. So
how do you get there?
Whichever way is the most
appropriate for you; it is harder to
make a living in music if you are
going it alone. Your team is other
people who believe in what you do.
If you currently don’t have anyone
else bar your parents who believe
in you, you have to actively find out
why. This could either be because
your product isn’t ready and you’re
just not good enough, or because
you haven’t found your niche yet.
Being ‘just good’ isn’t enough; there
are so many ‘good’ singers and that
can often be the enemy of ‘great’.
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Also, if you sound like Beyoncé or
Matt Bellamy or any other successful
singer, that’s impressive, but the
world already has one of those, so
you may need to dig deeper in
order to find your unique style.
The better your music is and
the more secure in your vocal
and songwriting style you are,
the better chance you have of
people believing in you and
your music.
BAND MEMBERS
It can be daunting to find
people to form your team
and easier said than
done. In its simplest
form it is forming that
first band with your
mates, although
that rarely leads
to the big time. I
say rarely, however
Dave Grohl (Nirvana and Foo

Fighters) advises to just ‘get in your
garage and just suck and get your
friends to come in and suck too and
they’ll have the best time they’ve
ever had in their lives and then all
of a sudden they’ll become Nirvana’.
In many of the more alternative

THE BIZ

MUSIC BIZ
with a small local promoter, it won’t
take long before the bigger guys hear of
you…
That might be the time to get an…
AGENT
Agents books gigs for you. They work
on commission, so unless you are at
a level where you are doing well paid
gigs (and let’s face it, you will have to
do some groundwork honing your
craft first either for expenses, a beer or
two or free).

perform live. Promoters put on gigs,
more often than the venue itself or
the venue may have an in-house
promoter.
Ensure your first gig with a
promoter is a cracking one and you
make an effort to help spread the
word and bring people, and you
may have a supporter for your music
lifetime. A good promoter spends
lots of time and money picking out
the perfect line-ups for a fantastic
ARTIST DEVELOPMENT
evening for the music-loving fan.
This can mean so many different
They will also have a passion for
things, from getting lessons to
the music themselves. Often they
working with an A&R or producer.
Identify what you need to be better at may take financial risks putting the
and find the people who can help you gig on (paying venue hire, sound
get there. This might be a vocal coach technicians, door staff etc), although
bad promoters might just put on a
to help you sing in tune without
random night of bands and may not
harming yourself or learning guitar
even bother to show up on the night.
or songwriting.
Promoters speak to each other
and to other people in the music
PROMOTERS AND FESTIVALS
industry, and if you can make a buzz
To hone your craft, you need to
genres, finding your band members
can be the key to your sound and
committed band members can help
with the work load, find gigs and
promote your act. Touring with
a band can also be so much fun.
That said, with the wrong people
it can double your work and add
frustration, greater cost to touring
and extra organisation.
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PRODUCER
Whether you are in a band or solo, if
you are to promote your music and
get gigs and media coverage, you
need to record it. The right producer
helps shape the sound from an
outside perspective and can be key in
developing your sound.
Some producers are also
songwriters, and if you are more of a
‘topline writer’ (melody and lyrics),
this kind of producer may get involved
in co-writing and turning ideas into
finished songs. If you are yet to finish
songs by yourself a producer/writer, or
a songwriter who can help with your
artistic development can really be key.
Think of how influential producers
such as George Martin and Brian
Eno have been in breaking bands.
You might be better off starting at the
local college and seeing if you can find
someone and grow with them. An idea
might be to look in the sleeves of local
artists you like the sound of and find
out who they are with and where they
recorded.
Perhaps it’s time to find a…
MANAGER
Your manager is your greatest critic
and biggest fan. Managers generally
work on commissions, in other

MUSIC BIZ

THE BIZ
words – if you get paid they do,
but contracts vary. A manager
can also be your friend who is
just that bit more organised than
you, someone who can help you
get gigs and do the promotion
planning so you are free to create.
A more established manager will
have their ear to the ground and
may find you if you have done
your grassroots promotion right,
getting good gigs and drawing the
audiences in or getting good press
and media coverage. This kind of
manager will have a plethora of
contacts in the industry and can be
key in opening the right doors and
drive your ‘product’ to the market.
The latter kind will often take full
control over the direction you are

OTHER TEAM MEMBERS
PUBLISHER
A publishing company manages
and secures your songs as assets.
In addition to copyright asset
management they can help place
your music in film and TV or with
artists (called “syncing”). Here’s an
more information: click here
Sentric is a non-exclusive
independent publishing company
you might want to check out while
you look for the right one. They
also help collect royalties for you if
you are a little disorganised.
LABEL
The record label works like a bank
in many ways; they pay for your
project up front; production,
manufacturing, distribution,
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going and help you find your Unique
Selling Point (USP) and create and
action plan.

why not try online radio stations and
upload to your local station (BBC
Introducing is great in the UK)

PR/PRESS/MEDIA/BLOGS/
PLUGGERS
There has to be a story… Make
sure you collect press cuttings and
even testimonials from promoters
and festivals. It’s always better for
someone else to talk about how
fantastic your music is than for you
to do it. It can really help spread
your reach if a music blogger is a fan
or if you get press coverage. A PR
company usually charges to help you
gain press/media coverage, but can
be worth it if you are self releasing.
Radio pluggers work to get your
music on the radio. In the meantime,

MERCHANDISE/DESIGNER
If you are touring independently,
especially while you are still a
support act, selling CDs and other
merchandise can be a way of
supplementing your income and
help you break even (T-shirts, bottle
openers, posters, tea towels – be
creative if you think your fans would
buy it). If they are well designed
and the cover art is exactly that – an
artwork – this may also help you get
noticed. A designer might be able to
do what you tried to do quicker and
better leaving you more time to write
and promote your music.

marketing, promotion and manage
the rights of your recordings and
music videos. To read more click
here
DISTRIBUTORS
If you decide to do it on your own,
you can get your music out by using
a service such as TuneCore, Ditto
Music, CD Baby, ReverNation or
even Bandcamp. To read a good blog
comparing these differnt options
click here

free legal help and lots of advice
online.
ACCOUNTANT
By the time you start earning a
crust from music you are essentially
a business and may have to pay tax.
A good accountant will ensure that
you have control over your finances,
helps you calculate what may be
business expenses etc.

COLLECTION AGENCIES
These guys help you collect
LAWYER
royalties. In UK these are PRS
A lawyer will help you with contracts for songs, MCPS for mechanical
and copyrights, ad negotiate on your rights and PPL for performance
behalf for all legal matters. Some
on records (ASCAP and BMI and
will do it pro bono (with the hope
others in US). The International
that over time you will bring in the
agencies do communicate and share
big bucks). Until you have one, the
to a certain extent. To read more
Musician’s Union offer its members
click here

MUSIC BIZ
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And last but not least….
YOUR FANS
Treat them well. A true fan will
be with you on your journey
(sometimes literally…), buy
everything you release, come to all
the gigs that are within their reach
and care about your work. If you
are to believe writer and cultural
commentator Kevin Kelly, 1,000 fans
is enough to make a living , more on

that here: http://www.kk.org
Ensure you collect their contact
details for your mailing lists and/or
that they like/follow you on social
media so you can communicate with
them next time you are playing.
Interact with them and make them
feel special, and they will spread
the word about you as well to their
friends. Don’t be daunted about this
prospect, just take one thing at the

KAYA HERSTAD
CARNEY
KAYA

time. If you are truly passionate and
continue to develop your music,
some of it will come naturally and
perhaps some won’t be applicable
to you. Either way you’ll build a
network of people you like to work
with and who like to work with you.
They say success happens when
opportunity meets preparation,
so be prepared to take the
opportunity.

K

aya is an award winning singer/songwriter with her
band Science of the Lamps, authorized Vocology
in Practice singing teacher with Balance Vocal Studios,
passionate performance lecturer at the Academy of
Contemporary Music and University of Chester, artistic
director of Threshold Festival, general harmony fanatic
and vocal geek with an interest in quirky instruments
and new experiences. Originally from Norway, she’s
become an established artist with a track record of
performances from The Royal Variety Show, to the BBC
Songwriting Showcase, from Sound City to touring UK
and Europe.
http://www.kayamusic.com

www.officiallyerika.co.uk
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Passing
it on

DEBBIE WINTER

DR JENEVORA WILLIAMS
VOICE SCIENTIST
AND LEADING
PEDAGOGUE GIVES
ADVICE ON HOW
TO NURTURE
YOUNG VOICES
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Teaching children
and young adults
interview with Dr Jenevora Williams

W

of five and ten?
JW: The best thing we can do is to enthuse young
singers with a love of singing and music. Everyone can
sing, some people find it easier than others, but if you
can speak you can sing. It’s helpful to involve movement
with singing, dance is every bit as important for the soul.
Debbie Winter: Some people say that children
At this age, children don’t need to be judged or compared
shouldn’t be taught to sing because it can damage their — singing can be all-inclusive and confidence-building.
voices, is this true?
Children of this age can also be capable of more
Jenevora Williams: There was an assumption,
sophisticated musical challenges such as part-singing.
certainly when I was at school, that children didn’t have We can help to establish good habits in children by
singing lessons. Historically this has not been the case,
encouraging an awareness of body use, balance or
we know of young people receiving singing tuition
alignment. They can be introduced to an extended
from a music master for many centuries. In church and
pitch range through games — creating noises from
cathedral choirs, children have been trained in singing
the farmyard to the race track via outer space: what I
the upper voice parts for hundreds of years. Children
call comic-strip noises. Eight to ten-year-olds can also
singing in the theatre have always had some help and
learn more sophisticated technical skills such as lower
guidance with their voices.
abdominal breathing and variation of tone colour. As
with instrumental technique for this age, the essential
I suppose it all depends on how you define ‘taught
message is one of minimal effort for maximum output.
to sing’. I think the idea may have arisen because it is
If nine-year-olds can learn to balance their bow-hold for
obviously inappropriate to teach children to sing in
the violin, they can also learn to balance their breaththe way one trains an adult opera singer, for example.
During the 19th Century, adult western classical singing flow for singing.
training became more focussed on techniques that
DW: So the message is: never underestimate the
would project the voices over larger orchestras in larger
potential of young children, challenge them, inspire
performing spaces. A lot of this technique relies on a
them, and most importantly — play and have fun.
larger, physically mature, more mobile and robust vocal
apparatus; younger voices can’t do that. Maybe this was
What about the pitch range of children? Do teachers
when the advice was given not to train young singers.
need greater awareness of this?
Now, nearly all senior schools have at least one
JW: Pitch range is an interesting area. We know that
teacher giving individual lessons to students, the junior
children have a higher and often smaller pitch range than
conservatoires and theatre schools have excellent singing the adult female voice. Research in this area is slightly
departments, and most of the specialist music schools
conflicting regarding the actual averages of the lower
have first-study singing students.
pitch boundary. A general guide would be that young
children (up to five or six years old) have a lowest note
DW: What things should we be aware of when
of middle C (C4). As they get older, six to ten years, this
teaching very young singers who are between the ages will extend to the A or even G below middle C. If you
hen it comes to teaching vocal technique
for young singers Dr Jenevora Williams is
a wealth of knowledge. She has published a
book and produced two DVDs on the subject. She spoke
to Deborah Winter.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISES THAT CAN BE
OF USE TO CHILDREN OF ALL AGES

1

Breathing. Do some short, repeated ‘sh, sh’ sounds – as you do so,
feel that the energy for the sound is coming from a little pulling-in
movement just below the tummy button. Nothing else moves, no
shoulders or ribs, just tummy. Then when you’ve got to the end of your
breath, just let go of all the activity in the tummy and let it spring out
and back to where it was at the beginning. With any luck, this will bring
air back into the lungs ready to start all over again. Keep up the hisses and
buzzes for many repetitions before you’re ready to use this feeling in your
singing. Make sure that the movement is soft, so your tummy feels like
wobbly jelly. See how little you need to move in order to get air in an out
of your body.

2

Tone a) letting go of squeezing in the larynx. Take a
breath in (remember to let it feel as if it’s dropping down into your
tummy) making a noise as you do so. Then repeat this silently.
What’s different? Can you feel that your throat is letting go when
you are silent? Now do the same two in-breaths (one noisy and one
silent) each time followed by a sighed ‘ooo’ sound. Can you feel and hear
a difference between the two? The one that isn’t squeezed is the one that
feels as if you’re doing nothing. It probably sounds clearer and feels easier.

3

Tone b) getting a clear tone that projects
without shouting. This follows on from the one before
– you can only do this if you’re not squeezing. Instead of the
sighed ‘ooo’, try a ‘beee’ on a falling pitch. The consonant needs
to be made with a very loose face so that your cheeks puff out
a little, but make sure that it is still like a very gentle mini-explosion at
the lips. Have your tongue ready and waiting in your mouth in the ‘ee’
position. There are lots of elements to coordinate here, but when you’ve
got it all happening together, the sound should be clear and bright.

4

Tongue flexibility. Feel your jaw hinge just in front of your
ears, make sure that you are dropping your jaw without pulling
it forwards. When you’ve got that, place your fingers on your
cheeks so that you can feel some space between your teeth and
check that the muscles of the face are soft. Then sing repeated
‘ya ya’ or ‘yadda, yadda’ or any tongue twister you know – making sure
that your tongue is doing all of the work and that your jaw is doing
nothing.
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are working with a group of young
singers, it’s best to stay within the C4
to C5 octave range. As they become
more experienced, the upper pitch
range can be taken to E5 to G5.
Individual singers can, of course, be
assessed and given songs that are
comfortable.
This is all easy to understand;
the problem comes when children
want to sing songs that were written
for adult singers. This is the case
with nearly all pop, film and theatre
repertoire. If young singers are
struggling to reach the lower notes,
this won’t in itself cause them any
real problems apart from a lack of
expressive variety. The difficulties
may arise if children are trying to
sing too loudly at the lowest part of
their pitch range. Similar difficulties
will present themselves if children
are trying to sing too loudly at the
upper extreme of their range. But
don’t we all love to make a big noise
if we can? If possible, the teacher
can ensure that the loudest and most
dramatic moments are not too high
or too low, and are saved for special
occasions in each song.
As well as pitch range, it’s
important to choose repertoire
with suitable content for younger
singers. Most children don’t identify
with songs about romantic love;
sometimes they can be reinterpreted
as love for chocolate, or football.
Some songs, especially from theatre
repertoire, are really too adult. The
singer doesn’t need to have actually
experienced the subject of a song;
but, as a general rule, if the singer
can’t understand and connect with a
meaning of the text, they shouldn’t
be singing the song.

THE BIZ

JENEVORA WILLIAMS DEMONSTRATES A PRACTICAL, STEPBY-STEP SERIES OF EXERCISES FOR DEVELOPING VOICES

DW: I think we’ve all witnessed
young children struggling to hit
the low notes in school plays. What
about puberty? Does this pose
different challenges?
JW Puberty does present its own
set of challenges for both boys and
girls. Up until the onset of change,
the development of young voices
is fairly steady: pitch and dynamic
range increases, breath management
becomes easier and voice quality has
more variety. During puberty, girls’
voices can become breathier, their
range can decrease and confidence
can take a dive. Sensitive and
encouraging guidance can help girls
to get through this stage.

Boys, as we know, go through
a much more dramatic change
(please don’t call it breaking). Over
the course of about two years the
voice will gradually lower in pitch
while decreasing in range and
overall coordination. As boys’ voices
emerge from the other side of this
change, we can hear the beginnings
of the adult male singer. It’s really
important to be able to assess the
voice at each stage to make sure
that the boy is singing with his most
comfortable pitch range. This will
help him to develop good habits
for future voice use. If the boy isn’t
regularly assessed, he may continue
to sing a voice part that is gradually
becoming too high for comfort. He
may not realise this is happening;
we’ve all seen for example, a boy
cans outgrowing a pair of shoes
and not actual really noticing until
they are way too small. The same
can happen with voices — nobody
notices until it’s gone too far for
healthy voice use.
What is most important is that
adolescent singers are encouraged

to continue singing, whatever may
be happening to their voices. All
voices at any stage can participate
in a meaningful musical experience.
Some singing groups may be
selective, and this is essential if
choirs are to achieve certain levels
of excellence. In addition to this,
opportunities for singing should be
all-inclusive and non-selective.

DEBBIE WINTER
Debbie Winter established Voice Workshop in October
2012, a professional development company that provides
teacher training for both singing teachers and professional
singers. She has hosted a number of workshops with leading
pedagogues and has worked alongside Dr Jenevora Williams,
ENT surgeon Declan Costello and Cardiff Metropolitan
University to develop a postgraduate certificate that
facilitates the study of Vocal Pedagogy. This pioneering
qualification has been featured on the Science and Singing
programme on Radio three. You can view both her courses
and her articles at www.voiceworkshop.co.uk

www.officiallyerika.co.uk

http://www.voiceworkshop.co.uk
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Music Gateway helps artists
connect to other like-minded
musicians and bands, and also acts
as an A&R vehicle and resource for
labels, managers and publishers
who are looking for talent, to
hire people for session work and
licensing music. It allows creative
professionals to collaborate and
conduct business globally. iSing
spoke to Jon Skinner, the founder
and CEO, of Music Gateway.

THE BIZ

MUSIC GATEWAY PROFILE

iSing: Why did you start Music
Gateway?
Jon Skinner: I started producing
music myself in 1993 after setting
up a record shop in 1991. I worked
with lots of singer/songwriters and
always found it hard to find people
who liked my style of production and
whose songs and quality of music I
liked. I used to fly vocalists over from
the states, pre-internet days, and as
you can imagine this was expensive
and time consuming.
This is the main reason for creating
a central platform with remote
working tools to enable people to
share their project files online, whilst
making more targeted, meaningful
connections relative to their goals.
iSing: Who is it for?
JS: Since launching in August
2013, we have grown to more than
30,000 users work in all the core
industry roles and countries around
the world. This includes singers,
songwriters, producers, composers,
labels, publishers, management,
music supervisors and other music
services for video and design.
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iSing: What kind of projects
commonly occur in MG?
JS: To be honest, we have more
than 40 types of projects, lots of
collaborations, singer and producer
hook ups and general A&R.
We get a lot of song placements
for unreleased songs, which can be
sourced for pop artists in the States
and especially in Asia. We also have
lots of sync projects which allow
independent artists to directly license
their recordings for TV, film, gaming
and advertising. It’s important
to remember that if you own the
recording, even a cover version, you
are the master rights owner. For sync
you need to clear the publishing side,
which will be based on the original
writers of the song, so bear this in
mind.
iSing: How can singers get the best
out of MG?
JS: Simply register and post projects,
it’s free and as simply as that. Projects
are how you get connected to other
professionals, so for working with
other musicians, bands, composers

“

JON SKINNER FOUNDER AND CEO,OF
MUSIC GATEWAY

It's important
to remember
that if you own
the recording,
even a cover
version, you
are the master
rights owner.
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protection for people to transact and
get paid (if applicable) through the
site, with a staged handover process
of files and release of funds to the
worker’s online wallet account.
Monies earned can be directly
withdrawn to your bank account
with ease.

Internet connection required

MUSIC GATEWAY - FIND TALENT, FIND SESSION WORK & COLLABORATE WORLDWIDE

and songwriters it’s about finding
the right person, rather than being
restricted by your locality.
You can of course pitch for
licensing, sync and A&R projects,
plus there is session work.
Our opportunities and
notifications are all based on your
profile, so if you sit back and
wait, the benefits of the platform
are limited. It’s all about posting
projects and being in control of
with whom you work.
iSing: What are the most
common misunderstandings
people have about MG and how it
works?
JS: I guess it would be that before
they register some may think
it’s another LinkedIn, but it’s
kind of the opposite in the way
it works. With LinkedIn, you
generally browse users and click
to add connections, however once
connected it’s rare that people
reach out or do anything together,
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apart from maybe sending messages
about releases. It’s just not designed
for music in that way.
With MG, you don’t browse users,
you don’t add connections, the site
does not have any social media
aspects. It is all about defining a need
or goal within a specific project. This
could be a co-write, collaboration or
a music supervisor looking to license
music. Each project is tagged or
targeted to specific roles, skills and or
music genres. Our system will match
these to the profiles of our users and
issue daily project opportunities.
The members of the site can
review the project, the owner’s profile
and pitch if they are interested in that
work or opportunity.
Owners then review the
pitches and have tools to manage,
communicate and accept people into
their project. This is when members
are given access to an online
workspace area for sharing files and
communicating online.
The system offers security and

iSing: How can it lead to paid work
for a user?
JS: Everything about MG is
related to work or making creative
connections, which in turn leads
to further opportunities. The great
thing is that the site is global and
therefore making international
connections are the norm. We
remove the barriers and help level
the playing field, simple and effective.
iSing: What does it cost to join
MG?
JS: We have two account types. The
first is a free limited use account,
and if you secure paid work, we take
a 15% commission on any fixed fee
(not publishing or royalties) strictly
only on the transaction from the
workers side only.
We also have a pro membership
account which is £9.95 per month
or £95 discounted per year, which
provides too many benefits to
mention, but does give you a
reduced commission rate to only
5%, unlimited number of pitches per
month and exclusive access to the
pro tier of projects.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
http://www.musicgateway.net

up
GEARING
APPS Learning to scat with an app
SOUND PRODUCTION The music producer
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SINGERS

App for jazz
BROWYN BIDWELL
SPEAKS TO
MICHELE WEIR

A

leading jazz
performer and
teacher has created
an app to help jazz
scat singers develop
their technique.
Michele Weir, US based jazz
arranger, educator, singer and
pianist, is the driving force behind
ScatAbility.
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scat singers

APPS

GEARING UP

Singers using the ScatAbility app
can listen to demonstrations by
professional jazz singers to learn
etudes, exercises and call and
response examples by ear.
The singer can then mute the
vocal demo track to practice
their own improvisational ideas
freely with the backing track, then
record themselves and export the
recording.
Michele said: ‘I had wanted
to create an app that utilises an
ear-based approach to scat singing
(as opposed to a theory-based
approach) for many years.
‘I felt an app would be perfect.
It would allow the individual
singer to work alone in their
practice, anytime and anywhere,
and would also allow for teachers
to mentor students and a fun, and
non-threatening way.’
Michele said ScatAbility can
be used by singers of all abilities,
be they students, professionals
or aspiring performers. Private
teachers can also use the app in
conjunction with their lessons.
Tracks are available in a wide
variety of tempos and styles, as well
as varying difficulty levels.
There are seven different demo
singers featured in ScatAbility,
each having a pack of five different
tracks.
The demonstration singers
include: Darmon Meader (New
York Voices); Rosana Eckert
(Dallas studio singer and faculty
at University of North Texas);
Greg Jasperse (Prolific arranger
and faculty at Western Michigan
University); Justin Binek (Doctoral
candidate at University of North
Texas and past head of vocal jazz
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studies at University of the Arts in
Pennsylvania); Kate Reid (Chair of
the vocal jazz program at University
of Miami and pianist/singer) and
the app creator herself Michele Weir
(Faculty, University of California,
Los Angeles, and freelance arranger.)
How the app works
First the singer chooses a track from
the free download, ‘Scat Pack 1.’
Regardless of whether it’s a Call and
Response, Exercise, or Etude track,
the singer uses the same process in
each case: listen, imitate, improvise
and record.
The app of course has the usual
play, pause and rewind buttons
available, as well as a hallway locate
button to begin practice at the
second half of the track once the first
half has been mastered.
There is also a very useful loop
function that allows for targeted
practice at any particularly tricky
spots.
Included in the app is detailed
information and tips for how to best
use ScatAbility with groups (in the
classroom or workshop), and there is
a comprehensive jazz term glossary
in the app.
More about the product’s
creator
Michele is a faculty member at
the University of California, and a
former member of the Grammynominated vocal group, Phil
Mattson and the PM Singers. Her
arrangements have been performed
by groups including New York
Voices, Manhattan Transfer, The
Swingle Singers, M-Pact, the Boston
Pops, Pacific Symphony and many
others.

NOTATION

She served as Vocal Producer for
the Manhattan Transfer’s 2009 CD
release, Chick Corea Songbook, and
her educational arrangements are
available thru a variety of publishers,
including her own online company,
http://www.michmusic.com.
Past activities include touring as
pianist with singer Bobby Vinton,
composing songs for the Shari Lewis
TV show, and music supervision for
the foreign language versions of the
Dreamworks film, Prince of Egypt.
She has also produced a number of
educational books and CDs.
ScatAbility is available for IOS
devices, the app is a free download
with in-app purchases available. .
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H

ave you always wondered
how to get your music
out there, or whether you
should work with a music
producer? Christine Gilland chatted
to Dave Pilcher of Calibre Sound to
get his top tips on everything singers
need to know about recording and
producing.

a dynamic mic, which picks
up less sound and is perfect
for live performances.
For the home studio I
would highly recommend
getting a condenser
microphone as it will give
your recordings a nice
crisp and clear finish. With this,
you of course will need a mic stand
to attach it to, but you will also need
iSing: What is the basic kit that a
a pop shield. This will reduce any
singer would need if they wanted to sibilants and plosives out of your
set up and record themselves from a vocal recordings and make the
home studio?
recording much more manageable.
DAVE PILCHER:The essentials you I use one that clips onto the mic
will need are: a fairly good computer stand and sits just in front of the mic.
to record on, audio recording
Although you could get creative and
software, an audio interface to adapt make your own out of a coat hanger
your live instruments and vocals for
with tights stretched across it!
the computer, a decent microphone,
You can spend a lot of money
and decent headphones.
on microphones, but for the home
These days, most computers from
studio you can get the Rode NT1-A,
2008 will be fine for basic recording
which is in my opinion the best
and arranging of your music,
value budget microphone by a long
although I would highly recommend way. You can get it in a pack, which
a solid-state drive upgrade and
includes a pop shield too for around
over 4GB of RAM. What is really
£140.
important is the software to record
To accompany your computer
your audio on. Apple computers
you will need an audio interface.
come with Garageband installed on
This will convert the analogue audio
for free, which is a good easy place
you record such as your vocals, to
to start out, but I would seriously
a digital medium. These units can
recommend getting Logic Pro X for
range from a small box, to a full
£150. This will make a big difference blown mixing desk. What is really
if you want to play around and
important is the quality of the
experiment more with your music
pre-amps used on the inputs, and
once recorded.
that the unit has phantom power.
The microphone is absolutely
The phantom power is needed to
paramount to getting a great
power a condenser microphone,
recording. There are two main types and the preamps amplify your
of mics you can use: a condenser,
microphones signal. Low quality
which is highly responsive
cheap units will result in a lot of
and generally used in a studio
hiss and hum on your recordings.
environment, and
A good starting audio interface
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would be the Focusrite Scarlett 2i2
for £100. Or if you plan on recording
more than two things at once, you
will need a mixing desk, of which I
would recommend any of the Mackie
OnyX-I series. I use the 1220i which
delivers brilliant quality multichannel recordings.
Headphones are also important,
not only for getting a good mix
on your track, but also during
recording. You do not want too
much ‘leakage’; so when you’re
recording, the microphone wont pick
up the track that’s playing back – it
will pick up the vocals. For the mix
it is important to have neutral flat
response headphones, that don’t
emphasise certain frequencies. You
can spend a lot of money on good
headphones, but I would seriously
recommend the Audio Technica
ath-m50 which cost around £110,
which offer the best of both worlds
for the home studio.
iSing: Would you ever recommend
someone just giving it a go: just
recording themselves and putting
their music out on YouTube or
SoundCloud, rather than going

SOUND PRODUCTION

GEARING UP

DAVE’S TOP TIPS FOR SINGERS
When recording, don’t worry about getting everything
perfect in Audio recording software allows you to just
drop in extra takes, and then join them all together.
You can go back and change various bits that aren’t
working or could be improved, without re-recording the
whole thing. But often when you do that, you need to be really
careful that the audio quality is the same all the way through,
otherwise it becomes really obvious where some parts have
been dropped in!
Get out there. One of the singers I work with, Malunga
is really great at getting out to music nights, chatting
to people, and making connections (see her video
next page). That’s really important. I met her when I
was doing sound engineering at a jam night, and she
just got up and sang and was amazing. We ended up chatting
later, and that’s when we decided to do some work together.
So, get out there, take opportunities and chances, and always
talk to people, because you never know where it might lead!
Confidence is key.
Be confident in the studio. It can be quite intimidating
to start with, and nerves about singing in front of
someone, or singing into a mic, unfortunately do affect
the sound. Try to keep calm and keep your nerves in

and getting a professional to record
them?
DP:Yeah, I think people should
just go for it and try it out!
These days with the right budget
equipment you can get a really great
professional sounding recording at
home. However what is also really
important, and is often not done
right is treating and editing your
recordings right. This is something
you often notice on amateur
Soundcloud or Youtube songs. This
is easily achieved these days in any
audio software. For example, in
Garage Band and Logic, there are
pre-sets which you can just click on
‘Vocal’ and it will give you several
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check. Don’t worry what the producer thinks, just go for it and
the recording will sound so much better.
Know your songs off by heart. It’s so much better, even
in the recording studio, and comes off much better
than from reading of paper. That way, you can really
sing it like you mean it, which actually really comes
through on the recording.
Put a personal touch into your songs: don’t put on an
American accent when you sing! It’s a classic thing for
singers to do, but I always stop my singers when they
start doing that and make them start again. Sing like
yourself!
Getting your stuff online is really important. If you were
going to only focus on one platform, then SoundCloud
would be the one I would recommend. Just put some
time into getting an online presence on at least one
platform.

Check out some of Dave’s music on the trailer for The Affair,
over at Calibre’s website http://www.calibresound.co.uk/
Record_Label.html

options to treat your recording,
adding compression, De-essing, EQ,
and reverb, all of which are essential
for a quality sound. Software
like Logic will give you more
customisable options, and allow you
to tweak that a lot more to give a
much more professional sound.
Getting a dead sound with no
room echo and figuring out where
you record is really important.
For instance, you don’t want to be
recording in a bathroom, unless
for creative effect. In my younger
years I used to position my mic in
a wardrobe so the clothes would
deaden any echo. But now I use
a SE Electronics Reflexton Filter,

which costs around £60. This totally
eliminates any external sounds and
reverberations you don’t want to pick
up, making a big difference to your
recording.

GET SOCIAL WITH
DAVID PILCHER

SOUND PRODUCTION
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LEARNING TO LOVE - MALUNGA

CHRISTINE GILLAND
KAYA

C

hristine Gilland is a freelance writer
and editor who moved to London from
Australia in search of adventure and is
now living in South East London. She trained
as a classical singer and loves the fact that she
gets to meet interesting artists, write about
music and call it a job.
@cigilland
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iSingDoYou

Many of iSing’s readers are passionate artists in their own right
creating music across all genres. Lots of performers submit their work
to iSing and here are five we think are worth a close listen.
If you would like to share your music with other iSing readers then
submit your music and details to http://www.isingmag.com select
the tab Be in iSing and fill in the form. Who knows you might be next
to be featured in #iSingDoYou, or maybe we’ll do a whole feature on
you!

v

ROBERT E PERSON

P

erson is a smooth gospel/jazz singer with George
Benson-esque vocals. The classically trained
Washington native has won a host of independent music
awards and released his fourth album, Love Divine,
earlier this year. His latest his is Testify.

http://www.roberteperson.com

Ma’Grass

W

ith their funky driving rhythms and mix of musical
flavours from the past, present and future, Ma’Grass
is bound to get you up and dancing. An eclectic, electric
mash up of influences including jazz, Afro, Funk, Latin
and rock. Their latest single is Call It Fire.

http://www.magrass.net
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THE KI

R

&B/jazz influenced group theKI create sounds designed to empower, enlighten and transform. Their
self-titled album was released in September and includes
the single Dirty which shines light on the darkness of addiction and self-destructive habits.

http://www.thekiconnection.com

JOE BOYD

E

xploring the darker side of rock and funk, Joe Boyd’s
Driver is designed for late night driving. Essex-based
Boyd already has a strong following which will no doubt
continue to grow thanks to his latest single.

http://www.driver.thisisjoeboyd.com

EMILY BROWNE

B

rowne combines her distinctive vocals with a mix of
funk, rock, jazz and folk on her latest album “Emily
Browne”. The album takes inspiration from the likes Joan
Armatrading with, as Browne puts it, “little modern day
post production to ruin it”. The first single on the album,
called Strangest Places, is an atmospheric number.

http://www.emilybrowne.co.uk
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Indie rockers Pacific
by Gemma Wilson

P

acific are one of the UK’s hottest
new up and coming bands.
Hailing from Cheshire, the
alternative rock/indie group
have already received rave reviews
from Best of British Unsigned and
Capital Radio. Their latest EP, Time
to Forget, has already had more than
22,000 views, despite only being
released in November.
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iSing: How did the four of you get
into music?
Anthony Orzel (Pacific
frontman: It started just by listening
to British bands really. (My brother)
Dan and I learnt piano as kids. As
we started to take an interest in
listening to bands, we knew that we
wanted to create our own and give it
a go ourselves. I know that Dave and
Drew have told us that My Chemical
Romance inspired them both to
start playing guitar and drums,
respectively, even though we sound
very different to them.

iSing: How would you describe your
sound?
Pacific: Piano-driven indie rock.
iSing: You have been shortlisted by Best
of British Unsigned, how did this come
about?
Pacific:Best of British Unsigned have
been supporting us for a long time now.
We were really proud to be nominated as
one of the UK’s top 10 unsigned bands.
I think we just originally uploaded our
music to them a couple of years ago and
the support stemmed from there.

LOOK LISTEN & FEEL

are rising stars
iSing: Have you taken part in a lot
of unsigned competitions to break
into the music ? Pacific: We’ve taken
part in one over the years, Live &
Unsigned, which is apparently the
biggest unsigned music competition
in the UK. It was fun and we reached
the semi final.
iSing: Have any of them led to
further success or opened any
musical doors?
Pacific:I’d definitely say it matured
us and made us think more seriously
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about the band at the time.
iSing : What tips would you offer
other singing groups looking to
make it big?
Pacific: In terms of vocals I would
say keep practising, practice is
everything. Always warm up before
a show. A few vocal warm ups always
make a gig run much more smoothly.
Vocalzone sweets are brilliant, before
and after singing. Also, staying
off the alcohol always helps. And
in general just keep at it. If you’re

“

We were really
proud to be
nominated as one
of the UK's top 10
unsigned bands.
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UP AND COMING

TIME TO FORGET - PACIFIC

Pacific: Our latest single Those
Nights is always a really vibrant song
to end our shows on, with its big
chorus.
iSing: How did your debut single
iSing:You have had rave reviews
Time to Forget come about?
from BBC DJs and are building
Pacific: All our songs begin on the
quite a following on YouTube, what
piano back at home – the song is
are you aiming for – mainstream
inspired by the idea of struggling
success or a big label signing?
between letting go of the past and
Pacific: A bit of both if we’re lucky
being able to seize new opportunities enough. We’ve hopefully started on
in the future.
the right path this year, with our
first BBC Radio 1 airplay with Time
iSing: Do you all have a favourite
to Forget and a bit of major label
song that you enjoy performing?
attention. In terms of the big dream,
good at your craft and committed
and don’t go anywhere, eventually
someone will take notice.

“

All our songs begin on the
piano back at home.
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I think headlining the Pyramid Stage
at Glastonbury is definitely a big
collective dream of ours – maybe in a
decade.
iSing: You’re touring, how is that
going?
Pacific: We love it. Especially
Norman our tour bus driver. The
shows are getting better and better
too. Opening the main stage of
Liverpool International Music
Festival has been a big highlight for
us so far this year.

GET SOCIAL
with PACIFIC
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KILL YOUR FRIENDS

Clarissa Land reviews

A

s I emerged from
the cinema into the
dark, chill air of
London’s Leicester
Square last week, I
felt agitated, sullen and more than
a touch nihilistic. Annoyingly, I
can’t credit cinematic brilliance; the
film itself left me underwhelmed.
But it did cause me to ruminate on
the current prospects of musicians.
Here, the film achieved its objective.
In a post-Britpop world of music
steaming, Garage Band and YouTube
superstars, have we – the artists
– managed to wrestle back our
rights to creative control and selfdominion from corrupt, oligarchical
major labels? Or is the outlook ever
bleaker?
Kill Your Friends is based on the
book of the same name by John
Niven and directed by Owen Harris
(Holy Flying Circus, The Game
Changers). Set in 1997 at the height
of Cool Britannia, the film aims for
pure British Black Comedy, however
it’s lacking in the comedy. We follow
Steven Stelfox (Nicholas Hoult), a
psychopathic A & R executive at
Unigram Records on his violent, gory
and ruthless crusade to reach the top
of the food chain, to a soundtrack
of Sash!, The Chemical Brothers
and The Prodigy. Morally bankrupt
Stelfox stops at nothing to become
top dog, fuelled by booze, orgies and
cocaine, and drawing comparisons
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NICHOLAS HOULT AS STEVEN STELFOX

aplenty with American Psycho.
Misogyny, racism and ambition
are rife in a toxic industry filled
with detestable shysters whose only
interest in music is as a commodity.
Musicians and fans are morons.
Nothing is off limits: rape, AIDS,
child pornography, the holocaust.
According to Lois Pryce, music exec
in the 1990s, the film is less drama
and more documentary.
CROSSHEAD
A label exec himself for a decade,
Niven’s 2008 book is dark and
hilariously irreverent. The film is a
diluted version with the hallmarks of
a cult classic, however it falls short.
Hoult’s fresh-faced youthfulness
fails to convey the requisite sordid
depravity and his awkward narration
lacks bite. James Corden’s cameo as
a fat, greasy loser is predictable and
a waste of talent. There are good
moments, in particular a wry joke
that predicts the advent of the X
Factor: ‘We might as well just line
them up and let the public decide’.
But ultimately, the focus is too
much on the drama and less on
the pithy, ungodly lines that made
the book so readable, despite the
screenplay being Niven’s own
adaptation. A crowd left halfway
through the screening I attended,
but that could have been down to the
gratuitous blood and dismembered
corpses.
What’s changed? What’s the
point of labels and A&R executives
in 2015? In one respect, it’s never
been easier to become a successful
artist off your own back. Recording
software is relatively inexpensive.
Music streaming and video sharing
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means we can carve out our own
fan bases. Gone are the days of
mailing cassette tapes and praying.
It’s easy to imagine that record
labels have lost their record sale
profits and, consequently, their
clout. Is this a Golden Age of Punk
DIY revival?
Not exactly. Signed artists are
still getting royally screwed, just in
a different format. Try and make
a living from putting your music
online and you’ll soon find out.
These days, it’s the likes of iTunes
and Spotify, the distributors, who
are quids in. Spotify pays, on
average, $0.007 per play. If you’re
a signed artist, you’ll receive
something more like $0.001 after
the label has taken their share
(Information Is Beautiful, April
2015). Try paying your rent with
that. Warner, Universal and
Sony own a collective share of
around 10-20% of the streaming
services anyway (Forbes, May
2015). At least in the 90s major
labels ploughed some of their
money back into developing new
artists. Today, all the money is

KILL YOUR FRIENDS - OFFICIAL TRAILER (2015)

Kill Your
Friends serves
as a gruesome
reminder that
the music
business is just
that - a business.

in live shows, pocketed by large,
corporate promoters.
It seems not much has changed.
For an artist wanting to make a
living out of music, it makes more
financial sense to sell CDs out
busking or flogging them at the
back of a show. Kill Your Friends
serves as a gruesome reminder that
the music business is just that – a
business.

NEWS
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LONDON
LEADS THE WAY AT THE

EYRE AT THE MOBOS

KREPT AND KONAN

FKA Twigs Pendulum

WINNERS LIST IN FULL
Best Hip Hop act: Krept and Konan
Best Newcomer: Section Boyz
Best African act: Fuse ODG
Best Female act: Ella Eyre
Best Male act: Stormzy
Best Song: Skepta – Shutdown
Best Grime act: Stormzy
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Best Album: Krept and Konan – The
Long Way Home
Best Video: FKA twigs – Pendulum
Best Reggae act: Popcaan
Best Jazz: Binker and Moses
Best R&B/soul act: Shakka
Best Gospel act: Faith Child

Best International Album: Drake – If
You’re Reading This It’s Too Late
Mobo outstanding achievement
award: CeeLo Green
Paving the Way: Wiley
Paving the Way: Sir Lenny Henry

NEWS

I

t was British affair at this year’s
MOBO Awards, held at the
Leeds Arena on November 4.
The awards ceremony, which
celebrates Music of Black Origin
(MOBO), as the name suggests, took
a surprising turn with hip hop and
grime taking centre stage.
UK artists and more specifically
London-based singers and rappers
took home a majority of the top spots,
with Krept and Konan winning Best
Hip Hop Act and Best Album for
The Long Way Home. South London
group Section Boyz took home
the gong for Best Newcomer and
Londoner Ella Eyre was crowned Best
Female Act.
And it didn’t end there. North
London-born Skepta’s song Shutdown
was crowned Best Song, whilst
Croydon rapper Stormzy won the Best
Male Act and Best Grime Act awards.
The awards have been criticised
in the past for crowning a limited
number of black artists, so this year’s
results have been well received both in
the UK and across the pond in the US,
where a large number of urban artists
reside.
On accepting her award, Ella said: “I
am so embarrassed. Thanks so much
to the Mobos for supporting me from
such a young age. I want to thank my
Mum, management and everyone who
voted.”
Ella was crowned Best Newcomer
in 2014, so it is testament to her
talent that she has topped the leader
board again this year. This time,
Ella presented the award for Best
Newcomer alongside CeeLo Green.
Singing Even If, Ella was calm
and collected, bringing emotion to
her performance which ended with
resounding cheers from the Leeds
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EVEN IF - ELLA EYRE AT THE MOBOS

PENDULUM - FKA TWIGS MOBOS BEST VIDEO AWARD

Arena.
Performing on the night were Rita
Ora who put in a sterling effort with
her rendition of Body on Me, and
FKA Twigs, who also took home an
award for Best Video for Pendulum,
performed a raunchy set of In Time
and Figure 8. The experimental
R&B singer, who is known for her
individual style and unique sound, was
particularly pleased with this award as
she produced the video.
Twigs told BBC Newsbeat : “I don’t
think anyone has any idea about
how much I put into what I do from

storyboards to working with my stylists,
to writing the songs and to being
involved in the production.
It’s my world and when someone says
‘well done’ for it, it just feels like it’s all
worth it.”
Lenny Henry received the Paving the
Way gong for his special contribution
to black artistry and his speech was
crowned ‘epic’ by viewers. With an
extensive list of thanks including some
of the greats in black music history such
as Bob Marley and Michael Jackson,
he received almost a full standing
ovation.

EVENTS
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M

ercury Music Prize
nominees Wolf Alice
have lent their support
to Independent Venue Week (IVW),
which is back in January 2016 with
a week-long series of gigs all around
the UK.
More than 120 venues will take
part in IVW, which runs nationally
but has a local grassroots focus.
Wolf Alice, ambassadors of
IVW 2016, said: “We are proud
to be ambassadors of this year’s
Independent Venue Week and ask
for people’s support so these kind of
unique, intimate and sweaty shows
continue for everyone to enjoy.”
Artists performing over the seven
days include Everything Everything,
Matthew E. White, Mallory Knox,
Childhood, Misty Miller, Beans on
Toast, Eliza and the Bear, Saffron
(Republica) Tom Hingley (Inspiral
Carpets), Get Cape, Wear Cape,
Fly, Georgia, Get Inuit and Edwyn
Collins who is following up his
involvement last year. As well as
playing live, he is also curating the
week at Hebden Bridge Trades Club.
Other curating partners include
Rob da Bank and Sunday Best, BBC
Introducing, PIAS, Domino Records,
The Joe Strumner Foundation and
Communion with a DJ set from
Shikari Sound System.
This year, IVW is partnering with
two charities; Attitude is Everything,
which works to improve deaf and
disabled people’s access to live
music; and Stay Up Late with their

120+Venues
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for Independent Venue Week 2016

scheme linking adults with a learning
disability to a volunteer with similar
interests so they can attend gigs
together.
IVW sponsors include PRS for
Music, Musicians Union, Marshall
Amps and Vauxhall with their Vivaro
On Tour campaign offering artists
free use of a touring van throughout
2016. Partnering for the first time
is Open Live with their with their
venue and artist technology that
records high definition live audio,

Live & Loud with their online
booking service and east London
music focused brewery, Signature
Brew.
IVW will also run free
workshops in partnership with
Cato Academy to offer help and
advice for 14 to 20 year olds in
developing a career in live music
touring and production. Five
workshops will take place in
January in Birmingham, Bristol,
Hull, Liverpool and London.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
http://www.indendentvenueweek.com
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SINGERS NOT TO MISS

Alice Cohen
The latest release
from lo-fi darling Alice
Cohen, Into The Grey
Salons perfectly showcases her
chilled out vocals and keen ear
for infectious and dance-inducing
production. Since the mid-1980s,
Cohen has been developing her
unique sound, constantly tying
influences from her past into her
modern and progressive work.
Released via Olde English Spelling
Bee, Into The Grey Salon combines
elements of electronic music tinged
with that classic ‘80s new wave
sound that Cohen deftly navigates
creating a cohesive and engaging
product from start to finish. For fans
of Talking Heads and Best Coast,
Cohen’s latest effort sucks you in and
puts your attention in a vice grip
from start to finish.
Hinds
The six-song EP from
Madrid’s most chic
garage rockers, The
Very Best of Hinds So Far, is an
excellent experiment in far out,
shining grooves perfect for a drive to
the beach. The all-female outfit takes
instrumental techniques reminiscent
of the Allah-Las and Surf Punks and
flips them into catchy, airy tracks
that a more laid-back Lana Del Rey
would love. The four-woman outfit
lifts influences from Nico and The
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BY PATRICK GUNTHER

Velvet Underground to Ty Segall
to create an expertly curated and
insanely catchy slacker-pop sound
that’s impossible to get tired of.
Tracks like Bamboo and Trippy Gum
showcase their surf influences, while
layered vocals create a depth that
allows you to hear something new
with each and every
listen.
The Growlers
The California natives’
latest effort, Chinese
Fountain is a prime
example of the popularity and
vitality of modern surf rock. Well
known for their eclectic use of
varying effects on their vocals and
instrumentation, The Growlers
are a great example for any artist
looking to experiment with reverb
and distortion. Moreover, their
blend of punk, rock and country
influences combines to create a
widely appealing and unique product
that fans of Hank Williams and The
Beach Boys can unite behind and
enjoy. Self-described as “beach goth,”
The Growlers’ tunes are sure to put
a smile on your face during a rainy
day. thegrowlers.bandcamp.com
Qualiatik
Arielle Herman, a
Penn native studying
Neuroscience at
Harveford College, has just
dropped her senior thesis in the
form of an exciting and entrancing

single Physicality. Drawing
heavy influence from vaporwave,
drum and bass and pop music,
Physicality is a prime testament to
the versatility of modern musical
experimentation. Incorporating
introspective and thought-provoking
lyrics into distorted and effects-laden
vocals expertly illustrates an artists’
ability to incorporate production
and varying instrumentation to
seamlessly carry vocals through
an entire track. With an EP on the
horizon in 2016, expect to hear a
lot more out of Qualiatik and her
unique, experimental style.
Berhana
The Brooklyn, N.Y.
based singer-songwriter,
Berhana, just dropped
his insanely catchy and poppy single
Janet which opens with a sample
from The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air.
As his first official release to the
world, Janet combines facets of
old-school R&B with some hip-hop
production that allows the singer
to draw attention directly to his
perfect harmonies and impressive
vocals from the get-go. With
the lines between R&B, pop and
hip-hop growing increasingly blurry,
Berhana’s vastly appealing sound is
sure to catch the ears of in-tune radio
DJs across the globe. With a project
possibly forthcoming, be on the
lookout for more of these sexy and
eclectic vocals from the mysterious
New Yorker.

